1. Insert a transparent / no stroke heart shape.
   - Insert > Shape > From art kit > Built in Kits > Geometric
   - Click on "Insert content"
   - Size and click "Create"

2. Apply a stroke to the heart. (Colorful hearts)
   - Since this is an invisible shape, it is very difficult to select the shape on the layout. Use the Elements panel to select the shape.

   - Right click > Stroke > Select a stroke from an art kit

3. Format the stroke. Change the Color/textures to start with a color theme for the colorful hearts. Make adjustments to Positioning, Orientation, and Color variances to customize the look of the stroke.
   - Right click > Stroke > Format

4. Use the freehand drawing tool to make the heart "strings". Once the string has been created, format the line on the QAT.
   - Insert > Line > Freehand drawing

5. Insert 3 filled hearts - one to "hold the strings" and two at the end of each of the strings for embellishment.

6. Add a title next to one of the strings.

7. Add a collage of photos with a 1 pt stroke on the photo holders.

8. Journal the story.

9. Add paper and embellishments as desired.